The Benefits of Using a Portable Ashtray:

A physical reminder **not to litter ash and butts on the ground** - the environment loves you!

**Reusable & recyclable.**

Made from melt-proof & heat-resistant ABS plastic so smokers can safely stub their butts out in the lid.

**Easy to open with one hand** – just hold the bottom in your palm and use your thumb to snap back the top. To close firmly press the top with your forefinger until you hear it snap shut.

**Holds over 12- butts.** Easy to empty - butts don’t jam.

**Fits easily in pocket, hand or bag.**

Clip it on belt, bag, pocket or pack of cigarettes. Look’s cool.

**No need to ever drop a butt again.** Snap-Lock lid ensures odors and ash are trapped inside and butts don’t fall out.

**Once full and all butts are extinguished, empty into your trash receptacle at home or into a receptacle at a designated smoking gazebo on campus.**